Vaginoscopic versus traditional office hysteroscopy: a randomized controlled study.
A randomized, controlled study was performed to compare vaginoscopic versus traditional (speculum with or without tenaculum) hysteroscopy in terms of pain score and procedure time. Three hundred patients were randomized in two groups: Group A, diagnostic hysteroscopy with vaginoscopic approach (150 patients) and Group B, diagnostic hysteroscopy with traditional approach (150 patients). All procedures were performed using a semi-rigid 3.5-mm minihysteroscope with a 0 degrees grade optic. Patients of each group were divided into three subgroups according to their reproductive status: fertile nulliparous (FN), fertile multiparous (FM) and post-menopausal (MEN) women. Women were asked to rate their degree of pain during four phases of the procedure: introduction of hysteroscope (Group A) or speculum (Group B) into the vagina (Phase I) and progression through cervical canal up to internal uterine orifice (IUO) (Phase II), inspection of uterine cavity (Phase III) and performing of endometrial biopsy (Phase IV). A total pain score was calculated for each group. For each patient, the duration of hysteroscopy was recorded from the introduction to the extraction of the scope (Group A) or of the speculum (Group B). Although the median total pain scores were 2 in each group, the 95% confidence interval for vaginoscopic hysteroscopy (1.86-2.01) was significantly (P < 0.05) lower than that for traditional hysteroscopy (2.10-2.26). Comparison between the corresponding phases of the procedure showed the only significant difference during Phase I of the procedure [Group A: 1 (95% CI 1.0-1.18) versus Group B: 2 (95% CI 2.3-2.8); P < 0.05]. No significant differences in terms of duration of the procedure were observed between the two approaches. When surgeons using vaginoscopic hysteroscopy with a semi-rigid minihysteroscope were compared with those using traditional approach and the same instrumentation, the operating times and the patients' pain scores were similar.